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Introduction 
A system ~4 of covers of a locale (frame) L gives rise to a non-reflexive ordering 
a& on L (see I .l below) and to a subset 
of L. This construction plays a role in characterizing some properties of locales. 
Thus, e.g., L is regular iff L=L, for some .xZ, it is completely regular (uni- 
formizable) iff L = Ld for a uniformity basis &, metrizable iff L = Ld for a coun- 
table ._&, and an atomic Boolean algebra iff L = Ld for a finite d (see [3-51). The 
question naturally arises as to what is the structure of the Ld in the general case 
when it is not necessarily the whole of L. Obviously, Ld is always an upper sub- 
semilattice of L while the meet is not necessarily preserved. In the simplest case of 
an &consisting of one cover only, Ld is an atomic Boolean algebra (see [3]). 
In this note we are going to show that in fact an Ld can have any shape whatso- 
ever. More exactly, for any complete lattice S there is a locale, indeed an atomic 
Boolean algebra, L and a system of covers d such that S is isomorphic to Ld. 
Moreover, dean be chosen so that the A Edconsist of two elements each. Further- 
more, each finite S is isomorphic to an Ld with d= {A,B} consisting of just two 
covers. 
The note is divided into four sections. In the first one we introduce the necessary 
notions and present two easy examples: namely, ad hoc representations of the 
critical non-modular pentagon and non-distributive diamond. Section 2 is devoted 
to an easy proof of the general representation theorem. In the more involved Section 
3, the representability of finite lattices by means of couples of covers of Boolean 
algebras is proved. As a technical means, a representation of lattices by relational 
systems, which also seems to be new, is discussed. The last section contains a remark 
on the necessity of large systems of covers in some cases and, on the other hand, 
a simple proof that in the case of 1(X, I), a couple of covers always suffices. 
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1. Preliminaries 
I. KS, A. Pultr 
1.1. A frame (locale) is a complete lattice L satisfying the distributivity law 
<Vj ai) A b = Vj (aiA 6) (see [2]). A cover of L is any subset A ~Lsuchthat VA-l. 
If A is a cover of L and XEL we set Ax=V{a (aEA,aAx#O}. 
Given a set ._eZ of covers of L we define a binary relation aj$ on L as follows: 
x ad y iff ZlA E& such that Axzsy. 
Finally we define 
L,={xIxELx=V{Y I ya,x}l. 
Obviously, if Xi EL, (i E J) then Vj Xi E Ld. On the other hand, one easily sees that 
without special assumptions one cannot claim Ld to be closed under meets, not 
even finite ones. 
1.2. Conventions. If there is no danger of confusion we write simply a instead of 
ad. The reader is warned not to confuse this with the identical sign used in frame 
theory (x a y iff Zlz,zVy= 1 & zr\x=O; in fact, this a is also a special case of 
a,). 
In the sequel, the frames L will be, as a rule, the Boolean algebras expX of all 
subsets of a set X. For x E X and MC_ X we will write x a A4 instead of {x} a It4 (i.e., 
more exactly, {x} ad M). 
1.3. Observation. For the Boolean algebra L = exp X and any system of covers of 
L we have 
MEL, iff VXEM, xaM. 
1.4. Example. Consider L = exp(a, b, c) and the covers A,={{a,b},{a,c}}, Ab= 
{{a,b},{b,c}}, A,={{a,c},{b,c)}. Put d= {Aa, Ab, A,}. Obviously Ld contains 
no one-element set. On the other hand, since for xfy we have A,(y) = {x, y}, all 
the two-element sets are present. Thus, Ld is the diamond 
1.5. Example. Consider L = exp{a, b, c, d} and &’ consisting of the covers 
A={{a},{b,c,4}, B={{a,b,c),{a,b,41, 
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C={{a,b,c),{c,d)l. 
Hence we have a a {a> and the implications 
baM * ceM&(a~M ordEA4), 
caA4 * beM& (aEMor dEM), 
daM =) c.sM or a,bEM. 
Thus, Ld is the pentagon 
{a, b  c, 4 
/ 
Ia, b, cl 
{kc,4 
2. Complete lattices as L,, 
2.1. Observation. A complete lattice S is isomorphic to an upper sub-semilattice of 
exp(S\ {l}). The embedding can be chosen so that the unit is being sent to the unit. 
Indeed, for a E S put f(a) = {x ) x E S, a SX}. It is easy to check that f is one-one, 
f(l)=S\{l} and that f(Vai)=IJf(ai). 
2.2. Construction. Let 85 exp X be an upper sub-semilattice containing X. Con- 
sider L = exp(X x 2) and the system 
&z={A’,(i=O,l; UE9] 
of covers of L where 
AL={Ux2, (x\U)x(i}uxx(1-i}}. 
2.3. Lemma. For the ~2 from 2.2 we have: 
(1) If(x,i)aM, then (x,1-i)eM. 
(2)If (x,i)aM, theneitherM>Xx{O} orM>Xx(l}, orthereisa UEYsuch 
that 
(x,i)~ Ux2cM. 
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Proof. We have 
if i=j and XE U, 
Xx(1-i}U(X\U)x{i} if i=jandx@U, 
if i#j and XE U, 
U (X\ U) x {j> if i+j and x@U. 0 
2.4. Theorem. For each complete lattice S there is an atomic Boolean algebra L and 
a system of covers d such that S is isomorphic to Ld. The system & can be chosen 
so that each A E&+ consists of two elements. 
Proof. Represent S as an 9’~ exp X by 2.1. Use the notation from 2.2. Since for 
x~U~9we haveA’,((x,i))=Ux2, weobviouslyhave Ux2~L,foreach UE~‘. 
On the other hand, let A4 be in L&. Recall 1.3. By 2.3(l), M=Nx2 for some 
NC X. Keeping this in mind we see by 2.3(2) that for any (x, i) EM there is a UE .9 
such that (x, i) E U x 2 c h4= N x 2. Since 8 is closed under unions we conclude that 
NED’. 0 
2.5. The question naturally arises as to whether each upper sub-semilattice 9 of 
L =expX is equal to some Ld. This is not so: Consider 9’= (0, {a}, {a, b}} in 
exp(a, b}. We would have to have a cover A in ~2 such that A(a) I (a}. This, 
however, holds for A = {{a}, {b}} only, so that then also b a {b}. 
3. Finite lattices as (expX)l,,,j 
3.1. Let X be a set, (Rj)jEJ a system of binary relations on X. Put 
S(X,(Rj)j,J)={MCXI XEM’ Vj,XRjflM#O} 
(where, of course, XR = (y 1 xRy}). 
3.2. Theorem. Let 9~ exp X be an upper sub-semilattice containing X. Then there 
is a system of binary relations (Rj)J such that 9’=S(X,(Rj)J). 
Proof. For XEX put 
&={MIxEME.Y}. 
Further, put 
J,=rl{MIME%), J=u{J,lxEx} 
(we work with the union as if it was disjoint). The binary relations Rj (j E J) on X 
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are defined as follows: 
if j E J,, put XRjY iff y = j,,,, for some M; 
otherwise, XRjY iff Y = X. 
Let ME 9and XEM. For Jo J, we have XRjjMEM. Thus, MES(X, (Rj)J). On the 
other hand, let ME S(X, (Rj)/). We will show that 
(*) VXEM FINE~Y~ such that NcM. 
Indeed, if not, we have an XEM such that for each NECK, N\M#O. Choose 
j,EN\M to obtain a j,Jx such that XRjnM-0. 
Now, since 9 is closed under unions, (*) implies that M is in 9. 0 
Remark. Confront the statement with 2.5. 
3.3. Construction. Let card Kr 2 and let (X, (Rj)]) be such that 
sup{cardxRj IxeX, jEJ}scardK. 
Choose surjections 
~~,j~KjXR. 
J’ 
Assume, furthermore, that Jfl K=0 and set Z= JU K. On the Boolean algebra 
L = exp(Xx I) consider the system of covers &= {Ak 1 k E K} where 
A,={{x}xZlx~X}U{{(X,j),(~~,j(k),k)} lx~X,j~Jl. 
3.4. Observation. Thus, for jE J we have 
&{(x,j)1=H xZu{(yl,j(k>~k)), 
for I’EK and i#k, 
-&{(x, 01 = {x> x Z, 
and finally Ak{ (x, k)} > {x} x I. 
Consequently, each NE L& is equal to Mx Z for some M. 
3.5. Proposition (notation from 3.3). The correspondence f (M) = Mx Z constitutes 
an isomorphism 
f:S(X,(Rj),)GLd. 
Proof. Let M be in S(X, (Rj)J). Take an (x, i) E MX I. If i E J, there is a k such that 
~R~yandy=~~,i(k)~MandhenceA~((x,i)}CM~Z. IfiEK, thenany&{(x,i)} 
with kfi is a subset of MxZ. Thus, MxZEL,. 
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On the other hand, let NE&. Then, by 3.4, A’= Mx I for some Mc X. Take an 
XEM and ajEJ. There has to be a keK such that (px,j(k),k)EMXZ (see 3.4). 
Thus, y = px,j(k) EM and we have XRjye 0 
3.6. Proposition. Let (X, (Rj)j~J) be such that for each XEX and each j E J, XRj is 
finite. Then there exists a system (Y, (Rl)i, [) such that 
(1) S(X, (Rj),) is isomorphic to S( Y, (Rl),), and 
(2) VIE Y VieZ, cardyRll2. 
Proof. First, order each set XRj into a sequence 
Put 
a(j,x, l), a(j,x,2), . . ..o(j.x,Nj,x)). 
Z={(j,x,k)I jeJ,xEX,k=l,..., n(j,x)), 
Y=XUZ, I= (Jx 2) U Z. 
Binary relations RI, ieZ, are defined as follows: 
R&, 0) = {(X7 (j, X9 1)) 1 x E x} 
u{((j,x,k),(j,x,k+l))lxEX,k=l,...,n(j,x)-1) 
U {((j,x,k), a(j,x,k)) 1 XEX, k= 1, . . ..n(j.x)}, 
R;j,l)=(((j,x,k),(j,x,k-l))IxEX,k=2,...,n(k,x)) 
u{(t,t)It~~or t=(.Lx,l)l, 
R~,,x,~~=~(Ni~~~O (.Lx,Q)l 
U {(5,0 I le K t+4j,x,k)l. 
For NE S(X, (Rj)J) put 
f(N)=NU {(j,x,k) I S’rz-k such that a(j,x,r)EN}. 
We will show that f is an isomorphism of S(X, (Rj)J) onto S( Y, (RI),). 
(I) f(N) E S( Y, (Ri)I): If i = (j, 0) and XE N, we have a( j,x, r) EN for some 
rzl and hence (j,x,l)ef(N). If (j,x,k)Ef(N), we have a(j,x,r)ENCf(N) for 
some r-2 k; if r = k, we have (j,x, k)Ricr( j, x, k) E f (IV); if r> k we have still 
(j,x,k+ l)~fW). 
Let i = (j, 1). Then the only non-trivial cases are (j,x, k)R&, 1) with ks2. If, 
however, (j,x,k)Ef(N), we also have (j,x,k-l)Ef(N). 
Let i = (j,x, k). If we have a( j,x, k) E f (N), we have (x( j, x, k) EN and hence, in 
particular, (j, x, k) E f (IV). 
(II) Obviously, f is one-one and 
N, cN2 * f(W) Cf(W. 
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(III) Thus, it remains to be proved that fis a surjection. For an ME S( Y (Rl),), 
put N=MnX. We will prove that 
M=f(N). 
Indeed, let r Ed. If {EN, we have trivially [EM. Thus, let 4 = (j,x, k) so that 
we have an rrk with a(j,x,r)~N~M. Thus, due to Rij,,,), we have (j,x,r)~M 
and if r> k we stepwise obtain (j, x, r - 1) EM, . . . , (j, x, k) E A4 using Rij, 1). Thus, 
f(N) c M. On the other hand, let <EM. Again, if r EMII X, r~f(N) trivially. 
Thus, let (j, X, k) E 714. Due to R&o,, we see that either (j,x, k+ 1) EM or 
cu(j, x, k) E A4. In the former case we infer, further, that either (j, x, k + 2) EM or 
a(j,x, k+ 1) EM. Thus we eventually reach an rz k such that a(j,x, r) ~Mfl X= N. 
Hence, Mcf(N). 0 
3.1. Theorem. FOF each finite lattice S there is a finite Boolean algebra L and a 
couple A,B of covers of L such that 
Proof. First, represent S as an S(X, (Rj)J) by 3.2 (and 2.1). Then use 3.6 and, 
finally, 3.5. 0 
4. Notes on the necessity of large systems AZ 
4.1. Lemma. Let a be an infinite cardinal. Let L =exp X and & be a system of 
covers of L such that cardJ<a. Then for any system (UP)BCa of elements of LJ 
such that 
P<Y * Ub>UY 
we have &.,, Up E Ld. 
Proof. Take an XE np_ Ufi. By 1.3, for each p<cr there is an A(/3)~&such that 
A(P)(x) c U,. Since card d< cr, there are /3, cofinal in a such that A(&) = A for 
each y. Consequently, 
A{xldQ,= n up 
Y D<a 
SO that x-4 np_ U,. 0 
4.2. Proposition. Let a be an infinite cardinal. Let K be a complete totally ordered 
lattice. Let for each u E K 
(i) u=V{u ( o-cu}, and 
(ii) there exist v8 E K for /I < a such that 
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Let K be isomorphic to Ld with L = exp X atomic Boolean. Then card ~22 Q. 
Proof. Let u E K be represented by U(U) E Ld. Thus, for u< u, U(u)2 U(u). For 
XEX, set ~(x)=l\{UIxEU(U)). Put 
M(u) = {x ) p(x) = u}. 
Obviously, 
(1) u<u * Mu U(U)= 0. 
Now assume that card&< (Y. Then 
(2) VU, M(u) c U(U). 
(Indeed, consider the uB from (ii). By 4.1, we have U= npca U(U,)E L,, hence 
U= U(w) for some w E K; necessarily w I up for all fi so that w 5 U, and since on 
the other hand U(U) G U(w) we conclude that U = U(U). Let x E M(u). For each 8 
there is a z such that u <z< uB and XE U(z). Thus, XE n U(u,) = U(U).) 
Consequently, 
(3) U(U)= U M(u) and the union is disjoint. 
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By (i) and (3) we infer that also 
(4) U(u)= u M(u). 
D<U 
Confronting (3) and (4) we see that, for all u< 1, M(u) =0 and consequently also 
U(U) = 0 which is a contradiction. 0 
4.3. Thus, e.g., if (exp X), is isomorphic to the unit interval of reals, ~2 is 
necessarily infinite. 
Given an infinite cardinal (x, it is easy to construct a K with the properties (i), (ii) 
from 4.2. Thus, the representation of lattices as (exp X), can be in general sub- 
jected to no bound on the cardinality of .&. 
4.4. The following proposition provides us, on the other hand, with a large class 
of infinite lattices which are representable using two covers only: 
Proposition. Let (X, 5) be a partially ordered set. Denote by 1 (X, s) the lattice of 
the down-closed subsets of X (i.e., of the UC X such that XE U & ylx * YE U), 
ordered by inclusion. Then l(X, 5) is isomorphic to an (exp Y)(A,,AIl. 
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Proof. Put Y=Xx2,Aj={{x}~{i}U(y/y~x}x{1-i} IxEX}. Obviously, for 
each down-closed U, U x 2 E (exp Y){Ao,A,). On the other hand, if (x, i) aM, we 
have (x, 1 -i)~A4 and either {y 1 ylx} x {I -i} GM or Xx {i} CM. Hence, if 
VE (exp Y){,4,,.4,1, we have V= Ux 2 with a down-closed U. 0 
Remark. Thus, e.g. each well-ordered complete lattice is representable this way: In- 
deed, a non-limit ordinal o+ 1 is obviously isomorphic to la. 
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